Morphological and biochemical characterization of light and heavy myelin isolated from developing rat brain.
Myelin from developing rat brains was separated on a discontinuous sucrose gradient into subfractions of two different densities, i.e. light and heavy myelin. Electron photomicrographs showed that heavy myelin consisted primarily of large compacted multilamellar structures with a distinct intraperiod line characteristic of myelin in situ. Light myelin, on the other hand, was composed of small vesicles having a unilamellar structure. Similar to whole myelin, both membrane subfractions were highly enriched in 2',3'-cyclic nucleotide-3'-phosphohydrolase. The specific activity of the enzyme, however, showed no developmental trend. Both subfractions contained all the four major proteins characteristic of the whole myelin membrane. There were, however, quantitative differences in the relative distribution of these proteins between light and heavy myelin. Basic protein accounted for 55% and proteolipid protein for 46% of the total myelin proteins of light and heavy myelin, respectively. DM-20 (Agrawal, H.C., Burton, R. M., Fishman, M.A., Mitchell, R.F. and Prensky, A.L. (1972) J. Neurochem. 19, 2083-2089) exhibited a developmental "switch" between light and heavy myelin. Light myelin appeared to contain more DM-20 in 15- to 20-day-old rat brain, whereas the concentration of this protein was higher in heavy myelin at subsequent ages studied.